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Small angle neuuon scattering analyses of carbonaceous materials used as anodes in lithium ion
ceI1shave been performed. The carbons have been s-ynthesizedusing piltared clays (PILC.S)as
inorganic templates. PiUared clays am. layered silicates whose sheets have been permanently
propped open by sets of therrnatly stable molecuiarprops. The calcined PILC was loaded with five
different organic precursors andheated at 700 “C under rdtrogen. When the inorgardc pilkus wem
removed by acid treatment, carbon sheets am produced with holes. The fitdng of the &ta in the
high q region suggested that the carbon sheets have voids with radii ranging from 4 to 8 ~.
Similar radii were obtained for the PILC and PWor=wic precursor, which suggests that the
carbon was well distributed in the clay prior to p}nlysis.

1. Introduction

The application of carbonaceous materials for the negative electrode of lithium ion
batteries has been investigated intensively in recent years, since the dendritic growth of
metallic lithium on charging can be avoided and so the use of carbon anodes can be
expected to prolong the cycle life of a whole ceH and to improve the safety reliability.
On the other hand, the use of a carbon anode may lower the specific energy density of
a cell because of a high reversible potential and the limited amount of lithium
accommodation in a carbon matrix. These two factors can vary with the type of carbon
material. So far, a wide variety of carbon materials such as natural graphite, cokes,
carbon fibers, non-~aphitizable carbon, and pyrolitic carbon have been investigated
[1,5], but in all these cases there is no predictable knowledge of surface area and
porosity.

The main objective of this work is to synthesize carbon with predictable porosity
and surface area characteristics that would be useful for battery applications. This is
accomplished by employing pillared clays (PILCS). PILCS are layered silicates whose
sheets have been permanently propped open by sets of thermally stable molecular props.
Several organic precursors are loaded into the P~C layers and subsequently pyrolyzed.
After elimination of the inorganic matrix via conventional demineralization, the layered
carbons show holes due to the pillaring Al:: cluster where lithium diffusion occurs.

In these studies, small angle neutron scattering is used to obtain information



concerning the hole radius, fractaJ dimension. cutoff length and density of carbons and
their organic precursors, prepared using inorganic PILC templates. These carbons have
been tested in electrochemical cells as anodes in lithium secondary batteries and proved
to deliver high specific capacity (a measure of the power in Mg) and excellent
performance in terms of the number of cycles runs (6,7). Preliminary results suggested
that these c~bons contain holes whose diameter is approximately the same as the Allt
pillar, thus enhancing the lithium ion diffusion. It is one of our goals to determine the
distribution of the carbon within the pillared clay before and after the heating process
and upon removal of the pillared clay by acid treamient.

.An important feature of SANS methods is their potential for analyzing the inner
structure of disordered systems. Their application is a unique way of obtaining direct
information on systems with a random arrangement of density inhomogeneities in a
colloid-size range. The intensity of the scattered radiation l(q) is proportional to the
square of this amplitude. The product of wave vector q and the distance between two
scattering centers ru determines the phase difference between two scattered waves. The
smaller the scattering angle, i.e., the smaller the q value, the larger the particle size can
be from which emanates scattered radiation before a phase difference that leads to
destructive interference is established. The total scattering signal reflects an average
measure of the particle size and geometry (8). Since the high-q range of the scattering
fimction results from the smallest features of the scattering particles, the inverse power
terms describe the external surface of the particles, and the exponent depends entirely
on the structure of this surface.

For porous materials, depending on the geometrical anangement of the filled or the
void space, the power law that describes the mass scaling may have an exponent of less
than three. In the most general case the scaling law is given by:

where the df is called the Hausdorff dimension or fractal dimension and can assume
noninteger values. It describes how the mass of the cluster increases with its linear
dimension r. While a material may appear perfectly regular and three dimensional on
the scale of a centimeter it may scale in a fractal way on the scale of a nanometer.
Diffraction experiments probe the density correlations on length scales that correspond
to the inverse momentum transfer q-],and since the intensity per particle scales with the
correlated mass in the probing volume, it is expected that the intensity scales as qdp

~ Experimental PartA.

The synthesis of the calcined pillared clays (PILCS) and the carbonaceous materials has
been described in detail elsewhere (6,7).



SANS experiments were conducted at the Intense Pulsed Neutron Source at
Argonne National Laboratory. The powders were held in lmm path quartz cells. The
incident neutron spectrum is supplied by a cold moderator. The wavelength of the
scattered neutrons range between 0.5 and 14 ~, binned into 67 wavelength channels
with 5% wavelength spread in each channel. This instrument uses a BFj detector, and
the scattered neutrons are detected by a 20 x 20 cmz 3He area detector with 64 x 64
spatial channels. The q range covered is 0.005-0.35 ~’. The measurements took about
wo hours per sample.

3. Results

FQure 1 shows SANS data for PILC, PILC loaded with pyrene before pyrolysis and the
carbon obtained after pyrolysis at 700 “C and removal of the clay matrix. Scattering
curves are nearly identical for the PILC and the loaded clay, indicating no appreciable
structural changes of the pillared clay upon organic incorporation. Both the pillared clay
and the loaded pillared clay exhibit a hump in the middle-q region that suggests a high
degree of aggregation. The scattering in the middle-q region of the carbon sample did
not show the aggregation feature observed in the PILC and PILC/pyrene.

J

F@re 1: log J vs log q plot of the small- angle neutron Figure 2: log I vs log q plot of ttre smatl-angle
seanering for(~) PLLC, (A) HIJ2/pyrene. and (0) neutron scattering for samples prepared using
carbon obtained after pyrolysis snd clay removal. PfLC and different organic pmeutsors. (o)

pyrene. (s) styrene, (A) trioxane/pyrene, (0)
propylene and (*) ethylene.

Figure 2 shows SANS data for five carbons derived from PILC and different



organic precursors. Note that for the carbons derived from rnoxa.rdpyrene copolymer,
ethylene and propylene, a certain degree of aggregation is observed at the middle-q
region. The low and high q regions are very similar. These data were evaluated as
described by Freltoft et al. (9) to fit the experimental data in terms-of the adjustable
parameters d, (fractal dimension), rO(cluster size) and ~ (cutoff length). It is not
possible to discriminate betweenvoids and clusters, thus, r. represents an average of
both voids and clusters. ~ is related to the macroscopic density of the material, and d,
represents the particle distribution; it is a description of the geometrical arrangement of
the particles in a cluster. A perfectly layered material such as graphite under well
dispersed, conditions would exhibit df =2.

Table I summarizes the above parameters calculated for carbons and their
precursors. The fractal dimensions for the carbon are similar to those calculated for the
PILC, indicating that there is some layering in these disordered systems. Furthermore,
r. of the holes for the carbonaceous materials range from about 4 to 8 & the largest
radius corresponding to the carbon derived from PILC/pyrene. In the middle-q range
the scattering intensity is characterized by a fractal dimension of 2.56, whereas at low
q the fractal dimension corresponds to 3.88, which suggest that they have a small
amount of roughness.

TabIe1:Experimental parameters calculated from SANS dara.

Sample r&A gfA df

PILC 3.70 876 2.469

Carbon from PILC/pyrene 7.66 1080 2.660

Carbon from PILC/styrene 6.60 148 2.650

Carbon from PILC/ethylene 4.00 143 2.690

Carbon from PILC/propylene 4.30 534 2.880

Carbon from 1.40 NA 2.930
PILC/trioxane/pyrene

Conclusions

Analysis of SANS data of carbons synthesizedousing clays as templates show that they
contain holes with a radius range from 4 to 8 A. These holes are accessible to lithium
ions when the intercalation process takes places in a iithium secondary batsery. The
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values of the fractal dimension for tie carbons are similar to those found for the clays,
suggesting that there is some layering in the disordered system.
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